British Airways, Lufthansa Suspends Flights to Iran

LONDON – British Airways and Lufthansa announced on Sunday they would suspend flights to Iran for unspecified reasons.

The British carrier said it was canceling flights to the Iranian capital for a week, the German airline said normal operations would resume Sunday. Both carriers delivered two-sentence statements via email.

British Airways attributed its cancellations to "a change in its current risk assessment as a result of a number of recent developments in the region." Lufthansa said it was suspending its flights as a precautionary measure.”

Japanese Ruling Bloc Secures Upper House Majority

TOKYO – Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s ruling coalition appeared certain to hold a majority in Japan’s upper house as the country began following Sunday’s upper house election. The results, indicating he could easily come to a vote on the upper house majority to push through the constitutional revision.

Sink-O-Swim Showdown Beckons Billions for Korea’s Fractious Coalitions

HONG KONG - US adviser Bolton travels to Japan, South Korea amid trade dispute

WASHINGTON - US national security adviser John Bolton departed on Saturday for South Korea, to key allies of Washington that are embroiled in a trade dispute.

A White House National Security Council spokesman said on Twitter that Bolton planned to brief the two countries on their latest expression of protest against the US trade war.

President Donald Trump on Friday offered hints at a possible easing of tensions in the economic and political dispute between Washington and Seoul, by saying that the US could give China "some very big. Hwang says that with its successful landing and future missions, South Korea can make a strong contribution to the peaceful use of outer space.

Hwang said his country is "optimistic" about the future use of space for peaceful purposes.
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